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MORE BUCERIUS  
SUMMER PROGRAMS

International Intellectual Property Transactions

Gain practical insights into the IP policies of internationally op-

erating companies and improve your negotiation skills under the 

guidance of experienced practitioners in a licensing workshop.

Sports Law

Develop crucial skills in contract drafting and negotiation to 

tackle the range of legal challenges faced by sports industry 

professionals. Joining peers with a passion for sports, you’ll gain 

practical experience by taking part in moots and organizing a 

sports event.

NEW: Legal Technology and Operations

Understand the technology and processes driving the future of 

legal services. Explore the sphere of data analytics, user-centric 

design and legal operations with innovators from academia, law 

firms and legal departments.

BUCERIUS LAW 
SCHOOL IS AN 

INITIATIVE OF THE

15% 
Early Bird 
Discount

until March 1, 
2018

BUCERIUS LAW SCHOOL

Germany’s top-ranked law school since 2008

Bucerius Law School is renowned for its international orienta-

tion, practical approach to legal education and the attention it 

gives to the personal development of each individual student. 

Bucerius Law School has been ranked as the top university for 

legal studies in Germany several times in a row, with extraor-

dinary facilities and an extensive service portfolio, especially 

for international students.

An academic challenge for bright minds

The Bucerius Summer Programs are designed to give partici-

pants an intensive academic experience and allow them to 

make the most out of their three weeks at Germany’s top law 

school. The densely packed curriculum enables you to earn 

up to 12 ECTS credit points over the summer, which may put 

you on the fast-track to graduation at your home university.



INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LAW

What are the relevant legal questions of corporate gov-

ernance? What principal business and legal issues play a 

role in cross-border mergers? How should international 

disputes in commercial relations be resolved—before a 

court or through arbitration? Would mediation be a better 

choice?

CURRICULUM

INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND  
A GLOBAL NETWORK

Explore these questions and boost your expertise with the 

Bucerius Summer Program in International Business Law! Join 

renowned academics and practitioners for this intensive three-

week course of study at Bucerius, Germany’s top law school. 

The program is designed for advanced law students and recent 

graduates wishing to acquire in-depth knowledge in the field of 

international business law and gain valuable intercultural com-

munication skills by working in small groups with students from 

different legal backgrounds.

“Not having much experience as a practitioner,  

I valued the summer program enormously. It bridges 

the gap between in-depth academic education and 

practice-relevant aspects of problem solving.”

JUSTUS, GERMANY 

Business Mediation

Prof. Dr. Lars Kirchhoff & Dr. Felix Wendenburg  

European University Viadrina, Frankfurt/O. & TGKS Law Firm, 

Germany

Corporate Governance in Publicly Traded Corporations

Dr. Carsten Jungmann  

BIRKENSTOCK Group & Bucerius Law School, Germany

International Commercial Arbitration

Prof. Dr. Stefan Kröll 

Bucerius Law School, Germany

International Commercial Litigation

Prof. Dr. Peter Huber  

University of Mainz, Germany

International Mergers & Acquisitions

Dr. Hilke Herchen & John Hammond 

CMS Hasche Sigle, Germany

Transactional Drafting

Lezel Roddeck 

Bucerius Law School, Germany

Participants select between three and six courses based upon 

their interests.

Each course is worth 1 ABA credit / 2 ECTS points.
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Participating in a Bucerius Summer Program provides you 

with more than academic rigor; it offers an opportunity to 

meet and study with fellow law students and practitioners 

from across the globe. Explore their perspectives, discover 

other legal systems and build a global professional network 

while sharing a unique international experience.

Over the course of the three-week program, a few afternoons 

will be kept open for you and fellow participants to explore 

Hamburg or take advantage of free guided excursions to near-

by sites of interest such as Lübeck and the Baltic Coast.

Dedicated support for international students

The staff of the Clifford Chance International Office supports 

you before and during your stay in Hamburg. From visa ques-

tions to assistance in finding housing, you can rely upon their 

extensive experience with international students and the 

matters that accompany a study abroad experience.


